Energy efficiency is rapidly becoming a first class optimization parameter for modern systems. Caches are critical to the overall performance and thus, modern processors (both high and low-end) tend to deploy a cache with large size and high degree of associativity. Due a large size cache power takes up a significant percentage of total system power. One important way to reduce cache power consumption is to reduce the dynamic activities in the cache by reducing the dynamic load-store counts. In this work, we focus on programs that are only available as binaries which need to be improved for energy efficiency. For adapting these programs for energy-constrained devices, we propose a feed-back directed post-pass solution that tries to do register re-allocation to reduce dynamic load/store counts and to improve energyefficiency. Our approach is based on zero knowledge of original code generator or compiler and performs a post-pass register allocation to get a more power-efficient binary. We attempt to find out the dead as well as unused registers in the binary and then reallocate them on hot paths to reduce dynamic load/store counts. It is shown that the static code size increase due to our framework is very minimal. Our experiments on SPEC2000 and MediaBench show that our technique is effective. We have seen dynamic spill loads/stores reduction in the data-cache ranging from 0% to 26.4%. Overall, our approach improves the energy-delay product of the program.
INTRODUCTION
Energy efficiency has become a first class optimization parameter for both high performance processors as well as embedded processors; however, a very large percentage of legacy binaries exist that are optimized for performance without any consideration to power. In this work, we focus on improving such binaries for popular processors such as the Pentium (x86) for saving power without degradation (in fact slight improvement) in performance.
Because cache size and organization are so critical to the overall performance of a processor, modern processors tend to deploy caches with large sizes and high degree of associativity. A large cache consumes a significant part of the total processor power. As an example, the high-associativity low-power caches used in ARM processor family take almost half of the power budget of the processor [16] . There has been research on innovative cache design to reduce the power consumption of a cache [9, 10, 11] . In our work, we try to reduce cache power consumption from another point of view. Our approach reduces dynamic activities of a cache by reducing the number of dynamic loads/stores instructions that tend to hit L1 D-cache. We attempt such an optimization using feedback directed approach that performs register re-allocation.
Register allocation is the process of deciding how the variables inside a program are assigned to the physical registers of the machine. Generally, there are two main approaches for performing register allocation [3] . The first one assumes that variables reside in memory and they are placed in registers when they are allocated. Under this model, the register allocator does not spill a value. The second model assumes that all the variables are represented as symbolic registers. Any symbolic register that cannot be mapped to a physical register has to be spilled. The task of a register allocator is to map the infinite symbolic registers to finite physical registers such that the lifetime of symbolic registers bound to the same physical register will not overlap. We base our approach on the second register allocation model since this paradigm is popular. Based on the method they employ, register allocators can be roughly divided into two categories: based on graph-coloring algorithm [1, 2] or based on live range splitting [3] . Hybrid register allocators also exist [4] . In a graph-coloring register allocator, first an interference graph is constructed in which the nodes represent symbolic registers. If two symbolic registers are simultaneously live then an edge is added between them. Graph-coloring based register allocators attempt to color the interference graph with a limited number of colors, less than or equal to the number of physical registers in the machine. Graph-coloring is a NP-hard problem, thus, the allocators have to apply heuristics to achieve a (sub-optimal) solution. In case there are variables that cannot be colored, they have to be spilled. Spilling a variable means storing the value of the variable into the memory rather than register. In splitting based allocators, when a live range cannot be colored, it attempts to split it so that parts of it can be colored and other parts are spilled. Spill load/stores lead to memory accesses that sometimes are a significant portion of total dynamic load/stores. Thus, if we reduce the dynamic spill load/stores significantly, we can reduce the dynamic activities and the power consumption of the data cache where these load/stores mostly hit. Cycle counts also improve (albeit to much lesser extent especially for out of order processors) and overall, energy-delay product improves.
Opportunities for post-pass optimizations. Due to relative maturity of register allocators, the natural question to ask is: do opportunities exist for post-pass optimizations? The answer is yes mainly due to the following reasons. In spite of a lot of research in the register allocation area, both graph-coloring and splitting based allocators leave a number of dead and/or unused registers in places where spills exist in the generated code. . Secondly, almost no allocator tends to factor in power issues during allocation; such issues involve moderating code growth but still achieving spill reduction on hot paths. In this paper, we propose register re-allocation approach based on the above observations to tackle the limitations of traditional allocators. There are two potential approaches to solve the problem: first one involves undertaking the whole program register re-allocation that analyzes the tradeoff between hot and cold paths and removes as many spills as possible on hot paths at the expense of cold paths; the second one is an incremental approach which does not disturb the original allocation but performs necessary fixes to the allocation on hot paths leaving original allocation mostly undisturbed on cold paths. We rule in favor of second approach here mainly due to the following observations:
• Almost 70% of the typical code is cold and 30% is hot; thus, an approach which tends to favor spills on cold parts to remove the ones on hot parts would result in a large code growth. Code growth is not usually desirable for most embedded devices and moreover excessive code growth could adversely impact Icache performance and degrade the power consumption. Our preliminary implementation validated this hypothesis.
• Performing the whole program re-allocation is expensive and is also difficult as a post-pass approach.
• Incremental solution such as ours is fast and does not need a lot of analysis and could be ideally adopted as a post-pass due to such attributes.
Scope of our work. Motivated by above observations and the fact that there are many programs only available as binaries that need to be improved for energy efficiency we propose an incremental post-pass solution which is based on zero knowledge of the compiler or code generator originally used to generate the binary. Our scheme discovers program behavior and then adapts the binary by incrementally changing register allocation where opportunities exist. This problem is quite important for popular processors such as Pentium that have only a few registers. Also due to the relative ease of binary portability, x86 compatible embedded processors are gaining popularity now such as the AMD Elan SC410, Cyrix MediaGX, and National Semiconductor Geode etc., making this problem important.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 elaborates on the limitations of the traditional register allocators motivating a need for post-pass solution; section 3 gives an overview of our framework; sections 4 presents the details of our approach; section 5 shows the results of our exoeriments; section 6 discusses the related work; finally section 7 concludes our paper.
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
The preceding section discussed pros and cons of different possible approaches. We now get into details of possible opportunities available to the post-pass incremental approach when the original register allocation is based on coloring and/or live range splitting.
The early coloring allocaters do not undertake splitting scheme, so they spill live ranges completely. Such approaches leave a large number of dead and/or unused registers. This phenomenon occurs because a register may be free between two disjoint live ranges which are assigned to it. However, even a splitting-based register allocator could leave dead/unused registers sometimes. We will show two examples to explain why our technique will do optimization in the presence of either one. Figure 1 illustrates the dead register problem in a register allocator without a splitting mechanism. In the example live ranges V 1 , V 2 , V 3 interfere with each other as shown through the interference graph. Suppose we have only two registers. One of the live ranges must be spilled. Assume that V 1 has the least spill cost and gets spilled; register r 1 is allocated to variable V 2 and register r 2 is allocated to V 3 . Figure 1 shows that r 2 and r 1 are dead for certain parts of live range V 1 . Specifically r 2 is dead before it gets the value V 3 and r 1 is dead after the last use of V 2 . If there are spills for V 1 in these sub-ranges, we can simply reallocate r 1 or r 2 to avoid the spills. Note a splitting-based register allocator will do the similar work and eliminate the problem shown in Figure 1 .
In the second example shown in Figure 2 , there are five live ranges V 1 , V 2 , V 3 , V 4 and V 5 . Assume that we are using a splitting type register allocator based on Cooper&Simpson's paper [5] and suppose we have only two registers r 1 and r 2 . According to this splitting scheme, nodes in the containment graph represent live ranges and an edge from V j to V i in the graph indicates that V i is Figure  3 . V 1 and V 2 are in a loop and have higher spill costs than V 3 . So they will be allocated to registers r 1 and r 2 . There is no edge <V 3 , V 1 > in the containment graph and the splitting cost is less than the spilling cost for V 3 . So V 3 will be split around live range V 1 as shown in Figure 2 and r 1 will be allocated to V 3 '. Note that r 1 is carrying a dead value in B 2 , so it can be used for re-allocation. There are three live ranges in B 2 and V 3 is in r 1 , so one of V 4 and V 5 has to be spilled. In that case, we can allocate r 1 to the spilled live range and remove the corresponding load in hot basic block (B 2 ) while inserting a load in cold basic block (B 1 ). Now consider another important splitting based allocator proposed in Chow&Hennessy's paper [3] . Due to its forbidden list becoming full, the priority based coloring scheme will split live range V 3 as shown into V 3 ' (please refer to Figure 2 ). Although V 3 ' has no use in B 2 , it will get a register in B 2 and in turn could spill values in B 2 that appear later in priority list.
Sparse or long live ranges could also lead to inefficiencies in register allocators. A variable may be used so many times along the live range that it gets a physical register. However, the variable is not necessarily used evenly throughout the live range, possibly leaving some large regions where the variable occupies a register but is not used. We call such registers as unused registers in these regions. The unused register problem is common under almost all register allocators. In this work, we perform analysis to discover the availability and profitability of dead/unused registers in program binaries to improve the energy efficiency.
FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW
Our framework for post-pass register re-allocation is shown in Figure 4 . Starting from the program binary with zero knowledge of the compiler generating it, we first dis-assemble the binary to get assembly source code. Then we re-construct the program control flow graph (CFG) from the assembly code. We instrument the binary based on the CFG to get the basic block execution frequency counts. The instrumented binary is executed with many different inputs (called training runs) to collect the program profile data. The profile data is fed back to the register reallocation pass to assist the cost and benefit analysis of dead/unused register re-allocation.
The details for register re-allocation pass are further illustrated in Figure 5 . First hot regions in a program are identified which our optimization focuses on. Then the re-allocation of registers inside hot regions is modeled as a weighted bipartite graph matching problem. The benefit of re-allocating a register and the cost of Figure 2 corresponding compensation code (loads/stores inserted into cold blocks) are analyzed and the re-allocation with maximum overall benefit is chosen. Finally, the compensation code is inserted to guarantee the correctness of the program.
REGISTER RE-ALLOCATION
In this section, we will elaborate our register re-allocation framework introduced in last section. Our re-allocation framework includes both dead register (a register which does not contain a live value) re-allocation and unused register (a register which may contain a live value but is neither defined nor used at current basic block) re-allocation.
Dead and Unused Registers
First, we will introduce some definitions about dead and unused registers and show how to identify dead registers through data flow analysis.
Definition1: Unused register in a basic block is a register which is neither defined nor used within that basic block. It is similar to live variable analysis [17] except that in computing dead_out [B] , the unification operator is "I " instead of "U " since a register is dead out of a block B only if it is dead along every path from the exit of B. Also note that even if a register is dead at the beginning of a basic block, it may not be used for register re-allocation directly. Since it may be defined and used again inside the basic block. So we consider the set (dead_in[B] -used[B]) for dead register re-allocation instead. Note that even if a register is dead at the beginning of a basic block, it may not be used for register re-allocation directly since it may be defined and used again the basic block. So we consider the set (dead_in[B] -used[B]) for dead register re-allocation in blokck B instead. Please note that a dead register need not be stored before it is loaded but an unused register (if carrying a live value) must be stored before a new value is loaded in it. Finally, this value must be restored in it at the right program point (before its use). These issues form the basis for compensation code and determine profitability for the use of dead/unused registers.
Hot region identification
Next, in this phase, we identify hot regions in a program. The goal of the algorithm is to reduce the dynamic spills inside a hot region maybe at the cost of increased dynamic spills in cold basic blocks. Since hot regions tend to be executed more frequently than cold blocks, we will achieve overall performance and energy efficiency improvement.
To identify hot regions, first we need to identify hot basic blocks. Currently, hot basic blocks are identified in a simple way in our framework. We consider those basic blocks whose average dynamic execution frequency exceeds a certain threshold as hot basic blocks. The threshold is the average execution frequency of the basic blocks. Next, adjacent hot basic blocks are merged to form hot regions. An important property of our algorithm is that it forms the regions in such a way that any two hot regions must be separated by cold basic blocks. In other words, for disjoint hot regions register re-allocation can be carried out independently. As an example, consider the sub-CFG shown in Figure 7 . In the example, basic blocks B 4 , B 5 and B 6 belong to a loop body and they are hot basic blocks. The threshold is 8000. According to the hot region identification algorithm, B 4 , B 5 and B 6 form a hot region. The other basic blocks shown are cold. The detailed algorithm for hot region identification is shown in Appendix.
Spill identification
Next we identify the spills to be removed from hot blocks. Please note that not all the loads/stores constitute spills. It is not safe to keep pointer variables in registers in the absence of aggressive alias analysis and thus, such values are loaded and stored from memory. In our framework, we perform a simple alias analysis based on the one proposed in [17] to determine the singly aliased variables (this is a conservative analysis which assumes all pointer variables are multiply aliased unless proved otherwise through reaching definition analysis). Only the loads/stores corresponding to singly aliased, non-array variables are considered as spills and are used by subsequent passes. This assumption is safe and also quite accurate since very r arely compilers perform register allocation for array variables.
Weighted bipartite graph matching
In this section, we explain how to model the register re-allocation inside a hot region as a weighted bipartite graph matching problem.
For a hot region, a bipartite graph is formed in the following way.
The spilled variables in a hot region are gathered to form one bipartition of the bipartite graph. The same variable in different basic blocks is represented as different vertices. This separation is deliberately done to give a finer control over allocating two instances of the same spill value independently. The other bipartition is formed by the set of all dead registers in the hot region. Again, the same register in different blocks is represented through different vertices. If a variable and a register are in the same basic block and they are of the same type (in terms of bit width), then we add an edge in the bipartite graph to connect them. That means that the variable could be possibly allocated to the register. Each edge has a weight associated with it. The weight of the edge is defined by the dynamic spill loads/stores caused by the corresponding variable in the corresponding basic block. An edge's weight thus indicates the dynamic spill loads/stores that will be eliminated if we re-allocate the variable into a register. Again, consider the sub-CFG in Figure 7 . As mentioned before, B 4 , B 5 and B 6 form a hot region. Assume v 1 and v 2 are spilled in B 5 ; v 1 and v 3 are spilled in B 6 . There is a dead register r 1 in B 5 and dead registers r 1 and r 2 in B 6 . The resulting bipartite graph is shown in Figure 8 .
Next we discuss how to perform register re-allocation inside a hot region; the costs and benefits are weighed in to perform matching. Note that we w ould like to avoid assigning one register to multiple variables in a hot region because doing that will introduce compensation code inside the hot region. Due to the same reason, we also like to avoid assigning one value to multiple registers in a hot region. Combining these two conditions, any viable solution to register re-allocation inside a hot region corresponds to a matching in the bipartite graph. However, the benefit brought by register re-allocation is not free. We often need compensation code to maintain the correctness of the program (we will discuss the computation of compensation cost in detail later) Thus, the overall benefit can be expressed as the benefit of reassignment minus the compensation code cost. To save energy, we need to choose that matching which has maximum overall benefit. Although weighted bipartite graph maximum matching itself is easy, it is not so if we have to consider compensation cost for finding the best solution. We have to compute the compensation cost for each matching to decide the overall best solution. To guarantee optimality, in our current implementation, we take a brute-force approach. We try all the matchings, compute the corresponding compensation cost then find the optimal one. However, due to the small size of hot region and the two conditions mentioned above, this phase does not take too much time as shown in our experimental results later.
Compensation code cost analysis
To analyze the compensation code cost of register re-allocation, first, we find out the edges in the bipartite graph which are incident on the same variable and the same register. We then check the corresponding basic blocks of those edges. If any of the corresponding basic blocks are adjacent in CFG, we combine the edges to be analyzed together and call the resulting edge set as an analysis unit. The motivation for combining the edges is that, in such a case, it is not necessary to introduce any compensation code between the corresponding basic blocks. As an example, in bipartite graph shown in Figure 8 , we can combine E1 and E3 as an analysis unit. If we reassign r 1 to v 1 , we do not need any compensation code between B 5 and B 6 .
Next, for each analysis unit, three regions are created to assist analysis. The basic blocks corresponding to the edges in an analysis unit form a region named cur_region. Cur_region is a subset of the hot region. It is possible that the cur_region could lead to the insertion of compensation code in hot regions. To avoid this problem, we extend cur_region to include as many hot blocks as possible within the hot region. Thus we have more opportunity to insert loads/stores in cold blocks. A block B in the hot region will be added to cur_region if its predecessors and successors are all in cur_region and the dead register r considered for re-allocation belongs to dead_in [B] . The first condition together with the condition of keeping a spilled variable in one register in a hot region mentioned earlier will assure that expanding cur_region will not impact other analysis units. The second condition is to guarantee that r is always dead in cur_region. Otherwise, r may contain a live variable in cur_region which will lead to extra compensation code costs. We define pred_region/cur_region as a set of blocks which are not in cur_region, and have successors/predecessors in cur_region. As an example again, consider the analysis unit {E1, E3} in bipartite graph in Figure 8 . At first cur_region includes basic blocks B 5 and B 6 . Then B4 will be added to cur_region through the expansion. Consider the analysis unit {E1, E3} in bipartite graph in Figure 8 .
It is easy to see that to allocate dead register r 1 to v 1 , we could insert a load r 1 , v 1 at the entry of B 4 . Also, we could hoist such an instruction out of the loop body. We have to be careful here. First, we may not be able to simply insert the load at the end of the predecessor basic blocks in pred_region. Consider the same example. We cannot insert a load r 1 , v 1 at the end of B 1 because r 1 is used in B 3 which is one of the successors of B 1 . In that case, we have to create a new basic block and insert it between B 1 and B 4 . Besides the load instruction cost, we have to count the jump instruction cost too. Currently, we regard jump instruction has the same cost as load/store instruction. Another interesting point is that it is not necessary to insert a load into a predecessor basic block if the spilled variable is dead at the end of the basic block. For example, consider B 7 in pred_region. Since v 1 is actually dead at the end of B 7 so there is no need to do anything. The analysis for inserting compensation load in B 2 is the same. For the cases in which we could either choose from creating a new basic block or inserting a load instruction directly, the lower cost solution would be chosen. The algorithms to compute w_cur_load, i.e., the cost of inserting loads in cur_region and w_pred_load, i.e., the cost of inserting loads out of cur_region are shown in Figure 9 and Figure  10 .
The analysis of compensation store instructions is quite similar to load instructions though more complicated. Again consider the example in Figure 7 . Suppose we re-allocate dead register r 1 to v 1 in the hot region. We have to store r 1 back to v 1 finally. However, we cannot insert the store instruction in B 9 since v1 is actually live at the entry of B 9 and the value of v 1 may be defined in basic block B 8 at runtime. If we insert the store instruction in B 9 , it may wrongly overwrite the correct value of v 1 . In that case, we will have to insert a new basic block between B 4 and B 9 . In computing compensation cost, an important issue is that in most programs the spilled variables will cause much more loads than stores. This property enables us to gain more benefit. If there is no store instruction in an analysis unit, we do not need compensation store even if the variable is live out of cur_region since the spill variable's value is not changed. We will check the basic blocks corresponding to the edges in an analysis unit to see if there is any store instruction for the spilled variable we want to do reallocation. If s uch store instruction exists, the algorithms to compute w_cur_store, i.e., the cost of inserting stores in cur_region and w_succ_store, i.e., the cost of inserting stores out of cur_region shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12 will be used for store compensation cost analysis.
Now we have known the benefit and the compensation cost of a matching, so we can calculate the overall benefit of a particular matching. As mentioned before, we will just take a brute force approach and choose the matching having maximum o verall benefit.
Unused Register Allocation
The algorithm for dead register re-allocation is not suitable for unused register re-allocation since the value in the unused register is usually live. Thus, the original value in the unused register has to be stored back to the memory before re-allocation and loaded from memory to the register after re-allocation. This is done to make sure that there is a correct residency of values in the register before respective points of their uses. This increases compensation cost greatly. However, we have another algorithm to save energy. 
Unused register region identification
The region for unused re-allocation will be formed based on both the profiling and unused register information. For a register r which is available for allocation, adjacent basic blocks which all have r as unused register will be merged to form a region, denoted by unused register region. That means in such a region, r is always unused. Among the regions, those which include hot blocks will be considered for re-allocation.
Compensation cost analysis
The benefit of re-allocation in an unused register region is defined similarly as dead register re-allocation. However, the compensation cost analysis is more complicated.
In dead register compensation cost computation, we only need to consider the load instruction which loads variable into the reallocated register (spill_var_load) and the store instruction which stores the variable back to memory (spill_var_store). Under unused register compensation cost computation besides the previous two cases, we have to consider the store instruction which stores the original value in the unused register back to memory (orig_var_store) and the load instruction which loads the saved value from memory back to the unused register (orig_var_load). In dead register re-allocation, spill_var_load can be inserted in pred_region or cur_region; spill_var_store can be inserted in cur_region or succ_region. In other words, there are only four situations which need to be considered. In unused register allocation, spill_var_load and orig_var_store could be inserted in pred_region or cur_region; spill_var_store and orig_var_load could be inserted in cur_region or succ_region. The constraints are that orig_var_store has to precede spill_var_load and spill_var_store has to precede orig_var_load. the method for analyzing compensation cost is the same as in dead register reallocation, to save space, we have not explicitly listed it here.
Unused register region ordering
Unlike the hot regions for dead register re-allocation, the unused register regions need not be disjoint. Thus, we use some ordering on processing the regions. The region with maximum benefit is selected first. Then the unused register regions, which have common basic blocks with it, are deleted from the region set. After this step, again the next region with maximum benefit is selected until all the regions are processed.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Our experiments are based on x86 (Pentium) architecture. It has only six general purpose registers (eax, ecx, edx, ebx, esi, edi). The other two registers esp and ebp are stack pointer register and frame pointer register respectively and are not used for reallocation. In our experiments, CFGs for the benchmark binaries are re-constructed first. Then we use 5 different input data sets (training run) to gather basic block profile data which is fed back to re-allocation pass. After re-allocation pass is performed, the optimized binaries are evaluated by another input data set (test run) different from the previous 5 input data sets (training runs).
The work was implemented in the Machine Suif compiler [18] , a research infrastructure for profile-driven and machine-specific optimizations. Machine Suif can be used to instrument programs for profiling and carries out various code optimizations. It uses the algorithm described by George&Appel [19] to do register allocation. The algorithm interleaves Chaintin-style [1] simplification steps with Briggs-style [2] conservative coalescing and eliminates move instructions w hile guaranteeing not to introduce spills. Thus, Machine Suif has a very good register allocator which is highly optimized. That is why we used it to generate the base level binaries although it does not support live range splitting.
The benchmarks are chosen from SPEC2000 integer benchmarks and MediaBench [ 13] embedded benchmarks. The original binaries of the benchmarks are produced by Machine Suif. Then our register re-allocation algorithm is performed. The ref input set is used for generating results for SPEC2000 benchmarks. Here not all the benchmarks are selected because Machine Suif could not compile some of the benchmarks. Crafty, gap etc. can be compiled, but the binaries do not execute; gcc, perlbmk, vortex, mpeg2 (de) etc. fail in the do_gen pass in current implementation of Mach Suif. Table 1 shows the number of hot/cold basic blocks in each benchmark binary, t he number of spill loads/stores originally present inside hot basic blocks and those which are removed by our dead /unused register re-allocation approach. We can see that the number of hot basic blocks is either relatively small or the number of overall basic blocks is not big (such as adpcm encoder and decoder). Thus, the sizes of hot regions are normally small too. This is consistent with the general observation that the w_succ_store = 0; For each basic block S in succ_region // if the variable is dead before entering S, do nothing If spilled variable considered is live at the entry of S live_on_cold_pred = false; For each predecessor P of S not in cur_region If (spilled variable considered is live out of P) live_on_cold_pred = true; EndIf EndFor new_bb_cost = 0; For each predecessor P of S in cur_region // if the variable is dead thereafter, no need to insert store If spilled variable considered is live at the exit of P // assume the same cost of load and jump new_bb_cost += 2 × avg. execution times of edge PàS; // have to insert basic blocks or // inserting new basic blocks is actually cheaper If (live_on_cold_pred || new_bb_cost < avg. exec. times of S) w_succ_store = w_succ_store + new_bb_cost; EndIf EndIf EndFor // insert a store at the entry of S Else w_succ_store = w_succ_store + avg. exec. times of S; EndIf EndFor majority of the execution time of a program is spent in a small region of the code. Due to small sizes of hot regions, the brute force approach in our re-allocation algorithm normally does not cause too much run time overhead. The time taken by our postpass reallocator is shown in Table 2 . One can see that except for Twolf and Vpr the time taken for re-allocation is negligible. Twolf and Vpr are both very large benchmarks consisting thousands of basic blocks and so the time required to reallocate is high. Table 1 also shows the breakdown of spills removed due to dead as well as unused registers. One can see that there is a good amount of spill to be removed inside hot basic blocks. The number of removed spill loads/stores is small and spills are mainly removed by dead registers than unused ones. One can see that only a small percentage of spills in hot blocks are removed. This is mainly due to the fact that profitable live ranges of dead registers tend to be quite short. Although the number of spills removed is small, since they are inside hot basic blocks they may lead to a significant number of dynamic spill loads/stores which could translate to much reduced cache accesses (we show these results later). The main reason for dead register reallocation doing better than unused register reallocation is that too much compensation code cost associated with the latter renders it unprofitable. Table 3 shows the total number of dead/unused registers inside hot basic blocks and the ones our re-allocation algorithm is able to utilize. From the results, we can see that on average there are 1 to 2 dead registers and 2 to 3 unused registers in hot basic blocks. Again although a high number of unused registers exist, one is rarely able to use them due to high compensation code cost. The dead registers although lesser available one is able to use them better due to low compensation code cost. Table 4 shows the number of static spill loads/stores in each benchmark program before and after register re-allocation and the number of dynamic spill loads/stores in each benchmark program before and after register re-allocation. Note that the number of static spill loads/stores is almost the same before and after optimization since the number of spill loads is much larger than the number of spill stores. So in many cases, zero store instructions have t o be inserted into cold basic blocks while removing the spill loads in hot regions. On an average, the number of static spill loads/stores is reduced by 0.4% actually. Table 2 . Re-allocation Runtime
Basic
On the other hand, the number of dynamic spill loads/stores is reduced significantly. The reduction ranges from 0% to 26.4%.
Mcf and Twolf have great dynamic spills reduction since there are both dead registers and spilled variables in hot regions; moreover the allocator could profitably allocate dead registers here removing a large number of spills. But for Mpeg2(en) and Adpcm(de), the reduction is only 2.5% and even 0% due to the almost zero dead registers re-allocated in the in hot regions due to non-profitability. There is a big variation in the results since the benefit brought by register re-allocation is really dependent on the benchmark and dead registers left by the original register allocation scheme and most importantly their profitability.
The results about total dynamic loads/stores before and after register re-allocation are shown in Table 5 . The reduction in total dynamic loads/stores depends on the proportion of dynamic spill loads/stores in total dynamic loads/stores for the benchmark. For example, in Mcf, the dynamic spilled loads/stores are reduced by 26.4%. However the removed spill loads/stores are only 7.4% of total dynamic loads/stores since the spill loads/stores are only 28% of the total dynamic loads/stores in the whole program. The main reason for overall low percentage of load.stores is attributable to the excellent base line register allocator.
From the above results, we show that we can reduce the number of dynamic loads/stores in a program which should lead to a better performance due to less data cache misses and also less power consumption due to less activities to data cache. We measured the impact in terms of both performance and power consumption based on a Pentium III 800MHZ processor. The processor is based on 0.18-Micron technology. It has a 16KB, 4-way, 32 bytes per line L1 data cache. Pentium III is a high performance processor; its deep pipeline helps a lot in hiding cache misses (we believe if we apply our method to an in-order improvement in terms of both performance and power). We use Pentium performance monitoring counters [ 14] to measure the actual cycles spent on each benchmark binary before and after register re-allocation. To make the results as accurate as possible, the OS (Linux) is booted into single user mode. Also, each benchmark binary is executed 10 times and then the average result is reported. The impact to the performance in terms of overall execution time is shown on Table 6 . The deviation for reduction in cycles is 0.1. The experiments prove that our register re-allocation approach can boost the performance of some benchmarks. For example, the performance of Epic benchmark is improved by about 34%. According to Pentium performance monitoring counter, the average data memory references (L2 misses) without register reallocation are 51493198, while after optimization, the references are reduced to 32183485. The reason for Epic' s good result is that we have removed some spills responsible for a huge number of L2 misses, which were "critical loads/stores". Their removal boosts performance. On the other hand, for many benchmarks, the improvement on the performance is minor. The reason is that the underlying implementation of a Pentium hides a lot of load/store latencies and makes performance improvement difficult for most optimizations. In other words many of the removed load/stores were in fact due to cache hits which had low latency and which could be hidden due to out of order processing. For these benchmarks, there is still a significant benefit in term of data cache power efficiency due to reduced dynamic activities of data cache. Because it is impossible for us to measure data cache power separately in a Pentium processor, we estimate data cache power consumption based on CACTI cache model version 3.2 [8] . CACTI model accepts cache configuration parameters and gives average cache access power. We multiply the number of cache accesses with this power consumption per access number given by CACTI to estimate the dynamic power of D-cache. CACTI does not count leakage power. So we use 10% of the average per access power given by CACTI as an estimate of D-cache leakage power, which is same as Wattch power model [15] . In every cycle, there is D-cache leakage power consumption. But only when D-cache is accessed, there is D-cache dynamic power consumption. Table 7 shows improvement in energy. Due to reduced cache activity one can see that in case of Twolf and Epic there is a significant energy reduction. Table 7 shows the improvement on energy and Table 8 shows the improvement in energy-delay product for data cache. The reduction in energy-delay product ranges from 0% to 43.6%. Table 8 . Energy-delay product sophisticated register allocator to a good degree without any code growth.
RELATED WORK
Our work is focused on profile-guided post-pass register reallocation to utilize the dead/unused registers available in the binary thus reducing the dynamic spill load/store instructions. The transformed binary is more efficient in terms of both performance and energy consumption. Registers are always a precious resource inside a processor. It is critical to utilize registers efficiently. Chaitin et al. [1] devised an algorithm to represent register allocation as a graph-coloring problem. His allocator becomes the standard and basic graph coloring based register allocator. Briggs et al. [2] developed two improvements, i.e., optimistic coloring and rematerialization, to Chaitin-style graph coloring register allocation. However, Chaitin' s allocator and Briggs' s allocator do not support live range splitting and have to spill the live range as a whole, which may lead to dead registers in the binary generated. A live range splitting based allocator can alleviate the dead register problem. The standard splitting based allocator is invented by Chow and Hennessy [3] . Later, Bergner et al. [4] proposed interference region spilling which integrates live range splitting into a graph coloring based allocator. However, we have shown in the paper even an allocator supporting live range splitting cannot eliminate dead register problem completely.
Besides our work, there has been other research work tackling dead/unused register problem. For example, Cooper and Simpson [5] developed an algorithm to do splitting directly targeted at the problem of unused registers after allocation. In their work, each time the register allocator needs to spill a value, it checks to see if it would be cheaper to spill the entire live range or split that live range into smaller pieces, some of which will be able to be colored and so will not have to be spilled. Their work is done inside a compiler. In Harvey's master's thesis [6] , he devised an algorithm to do local register promotion to address the similar problem we do. His algorithm is less aggressive than Cooper and Simpson's and works as a post-pass like ours. However, his algorithm can only work on single basic blocks. Lu and Cooper [7] also looked at the problem of using unallocated registers to promote values into registers, but they focused on utilizing the results of pointer analysis to determine which scalar variables can be safely kept in registers. Hank [23] devised a region-based compilation technique which repartitions the whole program into regions instead of considering hot regions in a function. Our method is quite different from the above approaches due to several considerations such as compensation code placement and cost issues not addressed by him.. We carefully form hot regions and then model the problem as matching between dead/unused registers considering compensation code costs the key goal being to avoid compensation code on hot paths. Some papers [21, 22] brought out some algorithms for interprocedural register allocater. Their scheme focused on interprocedural levels and splitting registers across calls. David W. Wall [20] delayed the register allocation phase to link time to improve program performance.
Our register allocation not only improves program performance, but also data cache energy efficiency. Most of the work on reducing cache power consumption is focused on architectural perspective. Su and Despain [9] evaluated the effectiveness of a number of low power cache structures. Block (i.e. line) buffering involves latching the last cache line, while sub-banking involves only powering portions of the L1 cache. Ko and Balsara [10] investigated a similar technique that they call Multiple-Divided Modules (MDM). In [11] , a small and energy efficient L0 data cache is introduced in order to reduce power consumption of the memory hierarchy. Our method aims to reduce data cache power by reducing the number of dynamic loads/stores. Cilio and Corporaal [12] had a similar idea but they focused on global variable promotion and they assumed that there were dedicated registers for global variables.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed a feedback-directed post-pass register re-allocation framework based on profile information to improve the energy efficiency of program binaries. The basic idea is to remove spill loads/stores in hot regions by utilizing dead and unused registers thus reducing dynamic load/store instructions and data cache power consumption. We show that the static code size increase due to our framework is very minimal -in fact a small decrease takes place. Our experiments on SPEC2000 and MediaBench show that our approach always reduces dynamic spills significantly and also improves performance to some extent. Overall, the energy-delay product of the binaries is improved ranging from 0 to 43 % with an average of 7.5%
